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WATTS SKINNER
The Witchling's Wish
Tyndale House Pub

How do you save the
universe when the one
trying to destroy it can
wield Cosmic Fire? With

more questions than
answers, Xandra and
Eliana are running out of
time to ﬁgure it out.
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Autumn Storm Lizzy Ford
A freak accident landed
both of the Khavalov
twins under my command
just before a routine
mission turned into a
nightmare. I brough home
one twin in a coﬃn and
the other in a coma
missing his leg. I did
everything right--and still
people died. I can't forget
that night or how many
lives changed. Including
mine.
Tome of Salvation Autumn
Storm (#2, Witchling
Series)
After the shock of her ﬁrst
trial, Leslie believes she
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can handle anything,
including turning into a
magic elf or whatever the
fae really are. But the
diﬀerences between alpha
werewolf Ben and Tristan
- the enigmatic leader of
the fae, whose abs and
sexual prowess are the
stuﬀ of dreams - soon
have her wading into new
supernatural waters.
Guarded where Ben was
assertive, Tristan is hard
to understand and even
harder to predict. The
most unnerving part: he?s
empathic. He can read
every tiny little emotion
she experiences.Such as ?

betrayal. The Book of
Secrets has revealed a
truth that leaves her
questioning everything ?
and everyone ? she?s
ever known. Something
far worse than the Trials,
and more frustrating than
Tristan forbidding her
from using her temporary
fae magic to save an
entire generation of his
people. The more she
learns from Tristan and
the Book, the less certain
she becomes of her own
world, and she begins to
resent the Kingmaker
magic that ensures she?s
only fae for a week.
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Elementary Geography
Lizzy Ford
Death or Hell?Three
weeks after leaving Rhyn,
Katie learns the Immortals
have no intention of
letting her go despite her
deal with their leader.
Rhyn discovers he can
only protect her if he
accepts his place among
the Immortals. However,
doing so may cost him the
only thing that matters.
Meanwhile, demons are
closing in, and Death
orders Katie killed.
Death's assassin and the
demons pursue them, and
Katie will have to choose

between Death or Hell to
save Rhyn from both.
Blood of the Phoenix
Captured Press
He only needs three
nights to make her his …
With more heart than
sense, fearless, beautiful
Zoey has saved countless
college-aged women from
horrifying deaths at the
hands of supernatural
sadists. She may be a
mere half-succubus in a
society that views halfbreeds with derision, but
she still retains the
highest rescue rate of any
Hunter in the Sucubatti
society. As the calm,
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disciplined leader of the
Incubatti Enforcers,
Declan is the polar
opposite of Zoey – and
the sworn enemy of her
society. Forced to rescue
her one night, Declan
realizes two things: he
doesn’t need someone as
wild and independent as
Zoey in his life – and he
can’t live without her. In
this world, there’s only
one Incubus for every
Sucubatti and Zoey and
Declan are stuck with
each other. They’re just
as likely to kill each other
as they are to yield to
each other’s sex magic.
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She has authority issues
and drinks too much. He
is the irresistibly sexy
Incubus pre-ordained to
tame her. Neither can
ﬁght their intense
attraction, and yet
trusting each other is out
of the question. What
happens when their
worlds crash down around
them? Strike three. You’re
mine.
Queen of Shadows Lizzy
Ford
The past is waiting. Josie
Jackson is whisked further
into the past, to the era of
Vikings and the (almost)
eternal winters of Norway.
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Carter, the mastermind
behind her foray through
time, reveals that she’ll
be remaining there for six
years – assuming she
survives the ﬁrst winter.
To complicate matters,
Josie has an unexpected
health condition, one that
threatens her life more
than the frigid cold, Viking
raids and wild animals.
After un-creating Taylor
and leaving Batu in the
Mongol era, Josie wants
nothing to do with any
other man, especially not
the Viking warrior she’s
engaged to shortly after
dropped into a fjord in

front of his village. Not
everyone is as he seems
in this era, from her
reluctant new husband, to
the mystic – scorned by
the rest of the village –
whose futuristic visions
are too accurate to be
divine, to Carter, the evil
genius who’s tormented
her through three eras of
history. When she ﬁnally
learns the truth behind
why he chose her, she
understands too well what
the stakes of this game
really are.
Dark Summer Captured
Press
When Elle is spirited away
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from everything she
knows, she soon ﬁnds that
starving might be a
blessing compared to the
evil following her and the
danger ahead of her. She
is guided by the Hunter a young man haunted by
a dead woman, and the
Shadow - a creature at
war with himself. The
Protector travels from the
West to help her, only to
be led astray by an
imposter. It is only when
Elle seeks help from the
Betrayer that she realizes
none of them will survive,
if she can't unite the Five
Foretold and ﬁnd the ﬁve

magestones.
Witchling Hachette UK
We’re the D’Artigo sisters:
Half-human, half-Faerie,
we’re savvy—and
sexy—operatives for the
Otherworld Intelligence
Agency. But our mixedblood heritage shortcircuits our talents at all
the wrong times. My sister
Delilah shapeshifts into a
tabby cat whenever she’s
stressed. Menolly’s a
vampire who’s still trying
to get the hang of being
undead. And me? I’m
Camille—a wicked-good
witch. Except my magic’s
as unpredictable as the
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weather, as my enemies
are about to ﬁnd out the
hard way... At the
Wayfarer Inn, a portal to
Otherworld and the local
hangout for humans and
beasties alike, a fellow
operative, Jocko, has been
murdered. Every clue
points to Shadow Wing,
the soul-munching,
badass leader of the
Subterranean Realms.
He’s made it clear that he
aims to raze humankind
to the ground, turning
both Earth and
Otherworld into his
private playground. Our
assignment: Keep Shadow
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Wing and his minions
from creeping into Earth
via the Wayfarer. The
demons ﬁgure they’re in
like Flynn. After all, with
only my bumbling sisters
and me standing in the
way, how can they miss?
But we’ve got a secret for
them: Faulty wiring or not,
nobody kicks ass like the
D’Artigo girls...
Zoey Rogue (#1, Incubatti
Series) Lizzy Ford
“A fabulous interweaving
of fantasy, politics, and
sisterhood—this unusual,
tense tale will have you
on the edge of your
seat!”—#1 New York
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Times bestselling author
Tamora Pierce Red Queen
meets House of Salt and
Sorrow in Mara
Rutherford's debut YA
fantasy Crown of Coral
and Pearl, which follows a
young woman from a
village on the sea who
must impersonate her
twin on land to save
everyone she loves from a
tyrannical prince. For
generations, the crown
princes of Ilara have
married the most
beautiful maidens from
the ocean village of
Varenia. Nor once
dreamed of seeing the

mysterious mountain
kingdom for herself, but
after a childhood accident
left her with a scar, she
knew her twin sister,
Zadie, would likely be
chosen to marry the
crown prince. Then Zadie
is injured, and Nor is sent
to Ilara in her place. She
soon discovers her future
husband, Prince Ceren, is
as forbidding and cold as
his home. And as she
grows closer to Ceren’s
brother, Prince Talin, Nor
learns of a failing royal
bloodline, a murdered
queen...and a plot to
destroy her village. To
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save her people, Nor must
learn to negotiate the
treacherous protocols of a
court where lies reign and
obsession rules...but
discovering her own
formidable strength may
cost her everything she
loves. Books in the Crown
of Coral and Pearl
duology: Crown of Coral
and Pearl Kingdom of Sea
and Stone
Crown of Coral and Pearl
Evatopia Press
A confrontation is
brewing...frustrated and
heartbroken, Zoey turns
to Declan, the one man
charged with hunting her

down – and the only
person she knows who
can help her. Determined
to do what’s right
regardless of the cost,
Zoey strikes out on her
own as leader of Team
Rogue, a vigilante group
of beautifully lethal
women dedicated to
protecting the innocent.
Her challenges soon
become overwhelming as
she is wanted dead or
alive by two opposing
supernatural societies.
Making matters worse,
she is plagued by
blackouts that may
compromise her missions.
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Politically adept, Declan
knows how to walk the
ﬁne line between helping
the woman he loves and
remaining loyal to his
family. What the powerful
Enforcer Chief doesn’t
know is how to keep Zoey
safe from their common
enemy. Time is running
out for Zoey and her
team. If her enemies don’t
ﬁnd her, her inability to
control her actions will
land her in hot water, if
not dead. Aware of the
dangers, she proposes a
tempting deal to Declan -spend every night in his
bed, as he asked her long
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ago -- if, he and his
powerful family align with
Team Rogue in the
coming confrontation
between their societies.
The Black God (#2,
Damian Eternal) Lizzy
Ford
This little book is conﬁned
to very simple “reading
lessons upon the Form
and Motions of the Earth,
the Points of the
Compass, the Meaning of
a Map: Deﬁnitions.” The
shape and motions of the
earth are fundamental
ideas—however diﬃcult to
grasp. Geography should
be learned chieﬂy from
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maps, and the child
should begin the study by
learning “the meaning of
map,” and how to use it.
These subjects are well
ﬁtted to form an
attractive introduction to
the study of Geography:
some of them should
awaken the delightful
interest which attaches in
a child’s mind to that
which is
wonderful—incomprehens
ible. The Map lessons
should lead to mechanical
eﬀorts, equally delightful.
It is only when presented
to the child for the ﬁrst
time in the form of stale

knowledge and foregone
conclusions that the facts
taught in these lessons
appear dry and repulsive
to him. An eﬀort is made
in the following pages to
treat the subject with the
sort of sympathetic
interest and freshness
which attracts children to
a new study. A short
summary of the chief
points in each reading
lesson is given in the form
of questions and answers.
Easy verses, illustrative of
the various subjects, are
introduced, in order that
the children may connect
pleasant poetic fancies
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with the phenomena upon
which “Geography” so
much depends. It is hoped
that these reading lessons
may aﬀord intelligent
teaching, even in the
hands of a young teacher.
The ﬁrst ideas of
Geography—the lessons
on “Place”—which should
make the child observant
of local geography, of the
features of his own
neighbourhood, its
heights and hollows and
level lands, its streams
and ponds—should be
conveyed viva voce. At
this stage, a class-book
cannot take the place of

an intelligent teacher.
Children should go
through the book twice,
and should, after the
second reading, be able
to answer any of the
questions from memory.
Charlotte M. Mason
Omega Black Industries
A school for Witchlings...
The ultimate choice
between Light and Dark...
Where the price of a
mistake...is your soul.
Sixteen-year-old Summer
doesn’t expect her new
boarding school to be any
diﬀerent than the rest: a
temporary stay, until her
uncontrollable magic gets
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her thrown out again. In
her mind, there’s no point
in getting too friendly with
anyone. That is, until she
notices Decker, the boy
who will become the
Master of Night and Fire
on his eighteenth
birthday. When she learns
that this special school
has attracted others with
magic in their blood, she
is hopeful that this time
around, things may be
diﬀerent. Besides, she
can’t deny her interest in
Decker, and when he
rescues her one night
from the dark forests of
the Rocky Mountains,
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their connection is
instant. Yet a relationship
with Decker may prove to
be Summer’s downfall,
forcing her to choose
between Light and Dark,
life and death, love – and
their souls. One choice.
One soul. One price.
Charred Tears (#2,
Heart of Fire)
Bloomsbury Publishing
USA
The past is waiting. Josie
Jackson has been thrown
back to the era of the
Mongol Empire by Carter,
the mastermind behind
her trip to the Old West.
Soon after arriving, she’s
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discovered by Carter’s
enemies. They sever her
connection to her handler,
leaving her no choice but
to obey them – or risk
never making it home.
She completes the
mission they assign her,
only to have her hope of
seeing her family and
time again crushed. Her
new handlers have
stranded her in the past alone, friendless and with
no empathic memory chip
to help her navigate the
dangerous politics of an
Empire at war. When a
Mongol warrior named
Batu becomes her

protector and guide, she
can't decide if she's better
oﬀ with him or alone.
Strong, brave, loyal and
quick to both laugh and
kill, Batu and his world
initially baﬄe her. With
nowhere else to turn and
no other option, Josie
takes a chance to ﬁnd
happiness in the beautiful
yet dangerous steppes of
thirteenth century
Mongolia.
Dark Summer (#1,
Witchling Series) Ravenio
Books
'Coggan invites you to be
with characters who, for
all the magic and wonder
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of the world she creates,
are entirely relatable women bound by duty
and justice, love and fear,
trying to ﬁnd their own
paths in a world not of
their making. It gave me
hope; it made me cry. It's
a fantastically good book.'
- Claire North, author of
The First Fifteen Lives of
Harry August In a quiet
street far from the river,
with an ancient tree
growing through its walls
and ﬂoors, is the House of
the Dead. There lives the
witchling: healer, midwife
and conduit between the
world of the living and the

world below. A witchling
must give up her family
and friends and spend her
life alone, tending to the
sick and carrying the dead
down dark tunnels to the
underworld. Haley was
born with the gift of
death-magic, and at the
age of seven her mother
abandons her to the
witchling to be raised as
her successor. But as
Haley grows older and
learns her craft - as
invading armies pass
through her town, people
are born and die on her
ﬂoor, and loyalties shift
and dissolve around her -
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she ﬁnds it harder and
harder to keep her vows
and be the perfect and
impassive healer. But if
she can't, it will be her
downfall - and that of
everyone she's not
supposed to love . . .
************** Further
praise for Helena Coggan:
'Vivid and intense. Helena
Coggan had me on the
edge of my seat' Amanda Bouchet,
bestselling author of The
Kingmaker Chronicles 'A
phenomenal achievement
. . . assured, frightening,
action-packed'- Observer
'Tense, exciting,
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engaging' - Claire North,
author of The First Fifteen
Lives of Harry August 'A
pulsing, labyrinthine,
emotionally visceral plot' Metro 'The plot pulses
with action and the
characters are beautifully
complex. This is a book
that sparks with
adrenaline and longing, all
the way to the ﬁnal page'
- Rebecca Ross, author of
The Queen's Rising
Deidre's Death (#2,
Rhyn Eternal) Lizzy Ford
Sarah J. Maas's global #1
bestselling THRONE OF
GLASS series reaches new
heights in this sweeping
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fourth instalment.
Everyone Celaena
Sardothien loves has been
taken from her. Now she
returns to the empire – to
confront the shadows of
her past ... Bloodthirsty
for revenge on the two
men responsible for
destroying her life, and
desperate to ﬁnd out if
the prince and his captain
are safe, Celaena returns
to Rifthold. She has
accepted her identity as
Aelin Galathynius, the lost
Queen of Terrasen. But
before she can reclaim
her throne, there are dark
truths to learn and debts

to be paid. Aelin must
stay hidden beneath her
assassin's hood and draw
on her mortal strength as
Celaena to prevent the
King of Adarlan from
tearing her world apart.
Only then can she ﬁght
for her people. Readers
will be held rapt as
Celaena's story builds to
an agonising crescendo,
packed with heartpounding action and
searing romance.
Semper Mine Hachette
UK
Skylar is being hunted by
the very people she used
to trust. Stung by Chace’s
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betrayal, she struggles to
keep one step ahead of
the slayers while digging
deeper into the past she
doesn’t remember for
answers. Her heart
belongs to Chace, but she
won’t be fooled by him
again, not when the price
of trusting him could cost
more than their lives.
Chace got what he
wanted – freedom from
the curse – only to
discover he’s given up
much more than the
power he didn’t want.
He’s lost the woman who
holds the other half of his
heart. Exiled and

powerless, he’s all that
stands between her and
the danger tracking both
of them. To save her, he
must prove himself
worthy of her heart and
trust and ﬁnd a way to
recover the magic he
traded to become human.
Autumn Storm (#2,
Witchling Series)
Captured Press
Caught in the war
between the White and
Black Gods, Soﬁa and her
rare gift bring victory to
he who grabs her ﬁrst.
Her diﬃcult transition
from human to oracle
forces her into a new
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world, where she
struggles in her role as
Damian's mate and to
help a mysterious man
who's supposed to be
dead. Featured in USA
Today in March 2012.
Damian's Immortal Lizzy
Ford
Autumn Storm (#2,
Witchling Series)Captured
Press
Theta Beginnings
Miniseries Penguin
A wounded war hero
afraid to risk his heart... A
waitress running from a
troubled past. Petr's life
changed overnight when
an ambush not only killed
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his twin, but left him
wounded beyond repair as
well. A year and a half
later, he has built a new
life but still struggles with
the fear he didn't deserve
to be saved and purposely
won't take a chance of
having his heart broken
again.
Crimson Veil Guerrilla
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Wordfare
Sequel to “Kiera’s Moon.”
Includes the novelette,
“Kiera’s Home” Kiera
accompanies A’Ran to the
toxic surface of Anshan to
assess just how bad
things are and whether or
not she really can help
the damaged planet heal.
When she returns, she is
faced with a larger

challenge, one that
threatens her newfound
life and home, one too
terrible to reveal to A’Ran,
who has placed his hope
and that of his people in
her. Together, they must
ﬁnd a way to restore
Anshan’s life force, before
it’s too late to save the
planet – and Kiera.
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